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DOES IN THE TRANSITION TeADULTHOOD

Introduction

This paper comes from a research p ect whose aim is to construct

statistical histories of the life cycle of birth cohOrts in the United

States from around 1900 to the present.

A previous paper from this project describes how cohorts of males

move through the life cycle transitions which makeup the progression

from school boy to married adult (Winsborough, 1978). It showed that

recent cohorts move through this progressidn much more rapidly than

did earlier ones.

The purpose of this paper is to explain how a part of this reductiOn

came about. It will show the implications of this explanation for

understanding cross- sectional change in the age -at- first - marriage

distribution for males. The papertwill conclude with the conjecture

that a similar explanation ma; account for Some portion of ttfe post-War

baby. boom.

Previous Finding

Transitions investigated in the previous paper as the

overall progression from school boy to adult were:

1. Completing school.

2. Taking a first full-time-job.

Entrance to and exit from the Armed Forces.

4. Entrance into first marriage.

duration of ach transition, i.e. the length of time it ,00k a cohort

to pass through the change, was measured as the difference in the age at

which twenty-t ve- perce4t and seventy -five percent of the cohort had



accompliMed the pas4age.
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Figure 1 is a graph which shows triese durations

for selected cohorts. Data for this figure were computed from the Occupational

Change in a Generation Il supplement to the March, 1973 CPS a-.-__ from the

1970 CenSus tabulation of age at first marriage., In the figure, age is

arrayed on the-x-axis. 13' -th years are arrayed on the y -axis. The to

line for each birth year indicates the'duration of the school exit, process.

The line begins at the age when 25% of the cohort had completed School,

moves EH-Feat-7 e media age, indicated by a.point and terminates- the

-11"age at which 75% the cohort completed school. The second line indicates

the entrance -to- first -job duration. The third 14ee indicates the duration

of-military service for those who ever served. The forth line indicates

the duration of the first-marriage process. The main impression one gains

from this figure is of the shortening of the progression as a whole. For

the earliest cohorts the process took about 18 years. For recent cohofts

it took slightly less than 10 ye'Ars. Thus, the length of time a cohor

=spends in the transition from school' boy to adult has almost halved.

As the cohort transiNions between major life cycle phases become
Ar

shorter, the phases themselves must surely appear more distinct and more

age associated. If, as preliminary evidence indicates, other transitions

have also decreased in duration, then increasing segmentalization of life

along the age.00ntinuu- is an objective as well as a subjective social

trend.

How has this decline in the duration of the transition to adulthood

come about? A first step in proposing an explanation is to consider the

kind of process under consideration. A number of writers, most recently

Elder (1974), have suggested that the timing, and perhpas the order,
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of life cycle-events are controlled by strong social norms. Hogan (1976)

has - recently shown that the majority of men move through the three

transitiohs-Ischoolcompletion, labor force entrance, and marriage--in

a typical order. Figure 2 reproduces Hogan's graph of the percent of

five-year. btrth cohorts in each of three categories of temporal ordering

of events by whether or not they have ever served in the military. Category

A-represents the typical 4er .ing of events--school job, marriage. Ca egory

B rep-esen that ordering with one inversion. 'Category C represents'two

inversions. Although milita- _vice reduces the proportion of cohorts

4

showing the typical ordering of events, large fraction of both veterans

and non-veterans show the normative ordering. Hogan investlages, via

a complex analysis, whether individuals respond to norms of ordering or

simply to norms of an appropriate age for each transition./ He concludes

that order as well as appropriate age is important.

Formal AsTects of 'art Explanation

The existence of a strongly adhered-to sequence of events is important

in thinking about how to explain change in the duration of the progression

to adulthood. If individual transitions are "linked" by norms of ,ordering

than a change in the distribution of an early transition willbe reflected

into a change in a later one. Thus, if men usually marry only after com-

-ple :n- school and if, over cohorts, fewer men drag out their school

completion, -then fewer mob will marry at a late age. Thus, over cohorts,

a "draw _ C6wards the mean of the right tale of the age at school

completion distribution will yield a "drawing in' of the last quartile o

A
the age-at-marriage distribution and a consequent shortening of the overall

progression to adulthood. All this can occur without a "behavioral",



change in'haw people decide to marry._

*1t1tough this principle is -simple in concept, it is,more complex

detail how the first distribution in such a sequential process "reflects

into the subsequent one. Consi)cler a'siMple'example.' Suppose were-

impossible ,t marry until after school completion. Suppose thereEexists

a probability of completing school in each year of age. (dice school is

completed, suppose one is subject to a risk of marrying -pecifiedby a

probability of first plarrying in each subsequent year. Underthis arrange-

ment the chances of marving in any year of age is given by a sum of

products of the probabilities. The sum is overall younger ages. For each-h.

younger age, the produ is cpmputed by multiplying the probability of

completing school at that younger'age by the chance-of first marrying

in the number of.years since school completion appropriate to the dif-

ference between current, age and the younger age. All of which is to. say

that under the simple example, the age at marriage distribution is.a

convolution of the age-at-school-completion distribution and the

years-after-school-completion first marriage distribution.

if the. world were as simple'as the example--i.e. if ordering rules

always operated, if the behaviorally important'firs -arriage-distribution

depended only on time since school completion andnot upon age itself,
-1, e

d if the form of both distributionscowld be specified, then there

would be-a straight forward Lnalyt.ic solution -to the influence of

changes in the prior distribution on the age distribution for the sub-

sequent events. Indeed, Coale and McNeil (1972) have accomplished

a decomposition of female first marriage rates under the assumption

that that distribution is a convolution of a normally distributed



%probability of becoming marriageable any sequence, of exponentially'
%

distributed wai=ting ti --for such events as "keeping company,"

becomifig engaged, ing.

The transitions investigated as a part of the passage from sthool

boy to adult do not seem to me to be amenable to such elegant modeling

because norms of age as well as ordering appiar to operate. Nonetheless,
K

noAs of ordering' make it reasonable to presume that some reflecting

of changes in school completion into marriage rates may be operating.

such a reflection.occurs it is important for a substantive explanation

changes in the overall progression. It means that substantive

explanations should first f cus on why the shift in the prlor distribution

occurred.. It may be that a large fraction of the 'I ;potion" of change

inthesubsequentdistributionisply a refiedtion of those prior

changes.

In the following I will argue that reflection accounts for much o

the change in the age-at-marriage distribution during the Post World War

II period. The next section will speculate about reasons for changes in

the completion of education distribution. Then I will !est the hypothegis

that changes in the age -fat - marriage distribution duri the Post War period

are reflections of changes in educational completion. All that follows

will ignore enranceto the labor forces as part of the sequence of events--

not because that transition does not seem important but because the

relationship between theOCG measure of timing for this event and the

concept of first "real" labor for participation is a difficult one.

This difficulty one reason for hhre limiting attention the Post War

eras. Surely the timing of labor ,force entrance trust have loomed large

in explaining marriage during the depression.
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Accounting for Changes In the Completion of Education Distribution:

A Speculation.

What can bit say about changes in the age -at- school completion
4

distribution during the period between, say 1947 and 1971? During this

time, the median year education was rising. The age at-which 25%.

of cohort members comp1etd their education as_also rising. The age

at-which 75% of cohort members finished their education, h ever, was

falling consistently. The duration of the school completion process

for the cohort of 1929 was 9.4 years. For the cohort of 1950 it was

4 [.65 years._ The majority of the decline in this duration is attibutable

to shift of the upper quartile towards the median.

Why might Such a change in the upper tail of the education-completion

distribution have occurred? Those were the years of the peace-time

draft. About half of the members of,birth cohorta moving to adulthood

during that period served in the Armed Forces. Although the necessity

of service in the Armed Forces-undoubtedly disrupted the process of school

completion for many members of these cohorts, it may be that the rules

of the pe'ace-time draft are in some measure responsible for the shift

to younger ages of the upper quartile of the school-completiqn distribution.

During most of the peace-time draft, deferments were available for men

completing a normal block of schooling. Men in college, for example,

could retain deferred status while making normal progress. A disruption

of schooling, however, resulted in a revocation-of the student deferment

and, in many periods, a markedly increased chance of being drafted.

Because of this greater risk of being drafted, students considering

dropping out school for a while found it difficult to get good jobs,
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especially ones which entailed much on-the-job 'training. The draft laws,

then, probably generated incentives for stddents subject to the draft to
,

make normal and;continuous progress through a recognized regime of

formal education The fkect of these incentives on the progress of

all draftable studetns may, in its effect on the skew of the completion

education dist ibution, have overwhelmed the influence of disruption

in completion due to military service; disruption experie:ced by only a

fraction of those who actually served._

Accounting for Change in the Age-at-Marriage Distribution: A Test of the

Reflection Hypothesis.

Without regard to whether or not the foregoing is'a satisfactory

explanation of the shift in the age-atrschool-completion distribution,

fairly masked changes occurred over this time period. What influence

might these changes have on the ageat-marriage distribution? By

analogy to the simple model presented above we might expect them to be

reflected in the subsequent distributions. From Hogan's 6 k, however,

we know that it would not be reasonable to presume that individuals,

especially in this period, are subject to the risk of marriage only, after

completing their education. Rather, it is more reasonable to presume

that the odds of marrying at each age change according to whether or

not one has completed his education and, perhaps, his military status. The

problem, then, of testing the reflection hypothesis can be restated as

seeing if the observed changein age at marriage can be generated by
1

passing cohorts through a set of conditional odds of marrying by age,

which are, in some sense, fixed over time. This logic is familiar

demogr_ as being similar to a complex 'standardilation" problem.
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Rather than treating the problem as,one requiring a direct standardi-

zation, however, I have chosen to.generate a table from the OCGdata which

can be thought of as containing.the odds of marrying conditional on age,

year, school completion and military status. Using log-lineai methods,

I have tried to generate a mi6delehich "explains" the fluctuation in these

odds. Such a model might assert that there was a separate schedule of

odds of marrying by age for each military and school completion group.

it might alao hOld that those age-specific odds are tnflated-gr deflated

by a 'constant amount in a given period. Such multipliers would simply

adjust for changing volume of marriage- without rearranging their
,

distribution by age. Indeed, there might be separate inflation or

deflation factors for period by mili aty status by school completion and

still not directly affect the age d strib6 ion of fertility odds.
t

long as there does not appear to be an interaction between age, nuptiality,

and period, we can conclude that gross changes in the age-At-marriage

distribution over rime are a result of men moving through the separate

age schedules of risk for school completion and military service as well

as temporal shifts in the volume of marriage by categories other than

age. It would not he necessary, then, to posit some exogenous, behavioral

shift over time in age-at-marriage preferences.

I proceeded to undertake this analysis in the following way. From

the OCG II sample, I made a table which classified men by their age,

military status, and school completion as of March for each year from

1947 to 1971. I further classified men as never-married or first-married

in the subsequent year. fen married in aerevious year were dropped.

Ages used were 16 to 35. Military status included: (1) not served to
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'date, presently serving, ( separated from service within the year.,

and (4) service oompleted.' The resulting table contained 8,000 cella

representing 114,506 years of exposure to the risk of first marriage.

(Note that conditional odds of marrying computed from this table

slightly biasedbiased upwaeEs due to not including in the'i;ever-married

category fractional years
A

exposure for these married in.thad year.)

The resulting table was subjected to log7linear anaia using a

'backwards'selection technique for finding the optimum model (Goodman,

1971). (For a demonstration' that such a log - linear analysis is tantamount rr

to a logit analysis of the odds of marrying, see Goodman, 1975.) The

result of these procedures are presented in Table 1.

The final model selected by this procedure (Model 4) does include

an age, Period, nuptiality interaction. The test of the null hypotheSis

that this interaction does not exist yields a Chi - square value of 535

with 456 degrees of freedom. The usfial normal deviate approximation

probability levels for Chi-square distributions having large degrees

2 1/2of freedom (i.e. = (2X.) - (2 -1) where v is the degrees of freedom)

yields a normal deviate of 2.53 which is significant at about the ,006

level. Thus, were there no age, period, nuptiality interactions in the

table, a Chi-square value of this size would be unlikely by chance. Given

the large number of observations in the table, however, this test is

likely to be quite a powerful one. It is likely to detect interactions

which are substantively unimportant for the purposes considered here.

investigate this possibility, I used the final model, excluding this

interaction (i.e. Model 5) to produce the expected age, period, nuptiality

table. I believe this process is analogous to a standardization
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procedure where in the exposed population by age, period, military status

and school completion .is applied to a set o&. rates generated from the

model. Having produced the _xpected age,_ period, guptiality marginal,

I proceeded'to calculate agerspecific rates fo r each period. Then, in
y/ 1

synthetic cohort fhioA, I calculated the quartile levels of the age-at-

marri distribution for a cohort of` a1 living through the schedule

fore h period. Figures 3, 4, and 5 compare these levels with ones

computed from the observed, marginals. The expected levels match the main

tempordshifts in age at marriage. Expected distributions miss some of

the lowering 'bf the age -at- first - quartile during the Korean War and

somewhat overestimate the 'median and third quartile age during the late

1950s.- Overall, however, a model excluditg age,speriod, nuptiality

interaction tracks the changes In the age -at- first- marriage distributions

fairly well. Thus, it seems fair to assert-that a good deal of the
4

shift.in the age-at-marriage distribution for males from 1947 to 1971

is a reflection into this generally "subsequent" distribution of changes

the completion of schooliq-- process and the process of cohorts fulfilling

their military "obligation."

Im l cations of these Resu

Shifting from the cross-sectional to the cohort perspective, i

likely that a good deal of the'change in duration of the transition from

school-boy to adult occurring to cohorts going through this transition

in the post -war period is a result of changes in the age at school

completion transition and movement in and out of military service. Earlier,

I speculated that changes in school completion might be acconted forlly

the existence of the post -war draft. If that sp_Jculati'en is correct,



We might Texpect -that some significan, post-1970 changes in the age at '

schocill'completion distribution and consequent changes in age at,marriage.

The next important life cycle step for men subsequent to first

marriage is birth pf first child, a second child, and so dn. Certainly

thq .0resumed changes in the Age distribution of,these event_ are conditional

at marriage. Might they not also reflect he influencer -cifupon age

ges in the completion pfschooling process and the process of military

service? It 'is not possible to answer this question directly from the

OCG II survey because no fdrtilfty'information is available. Indeed,

precious little data of any kind are presently available on ale

fertility--certainly not data which contain jointly information on age,

at school completion,'' age at initiation anZ termination of military

service, ge at first marriage and age at birth of first child.' Given

this dearth of data and the expelise of creating them, perhaps a con-

jecture'about what they might show is appropriate.

It seems to me possible that changes the completion of schooling

distribution and the intervention of the "peace-time" draft in the male

life cycle may be an important ingredient in explaining the post -World

. War II fbAy boom. It may be that the conditional odds of child-having

by age for school completion, military status, first _lase, and such

categories are relatively eons _ant over time.- It may be that "social

forces" moving the population through these categories are the operative

agent in generating the large number of Dirths during the boom. That

the existence of the peace -time draft plays an important role in this

scenario does not offend conventional wisdom. We know that military

call-ups play havoc with marriage and fertility schedules. Might not
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a more or lesacpermanent emergency play a similar but more persistent

role?

If there is any truth in this conjeure it would be important

to know about. Discussions about reintroduction of the draft are

presently under way. In general, the polity seeTs:AuitewillAng to

"tinker" with asects of the-early life cycle through laws about the

minimum amount of scho- ing requiredi,

drafts, proposals poi _

general "public welfare" servic

4

_stiutdon of ,peace-time

_ilitary training, and eve periods of

r young people'. Bich policies may

have strong, unintended demographic consequences which should be

OCiftsidei2ed in relation to population as well as other social policy.

4

(4,



Table.l. Chi-square Statistics for a Backward Selection of Log-linear Models for a Table
of Age by Nuptiality;-by Period, by School ,(-':ompletion, by Military Status for
Males 1635 in 1947-1971.

Model #
or Difference of Description

Model'

(1)

(2)

)

All 4--way interactions

Excludes (MAN interaction

Tests exclusiion of (MANP)

(3) Reduces (MNS

(4)

(4)-

(5

(5)-(4)

Tests reduction

MP)

Breaks up (ANSI' ) into (ASP)

(ANT)

Test division SP)

Drops (ANP)

Tests exclusion of NP)

I

Marginals
Fitted

Degre s
of Freedom

(MANS) MANP)(MNSP) 1,368 816

(MANS) MNSP) (ANSP) 2,736 1,917

1,368 1,101

)1ANsP) 2,808 2,002

72 85

. MANS MNP (ASP) ANT) 3,264 2,502

456 502

(MANS) (MNP) (ASP) 3,720 3,040

456 535

M = Military Status
A E Age
N Nuptiality
S-= School Completion
P = Period

Source: 0CC II Survey, March 1973.
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